SELFIE COMPETITION ENTERS 3RD WEEK

Congratulations to Rhys Sequeira for submitting the best selfie with Prof. Peter and winning a Crafted Cup gift card!! Remember to take a pic the next time you run into Prof. Pete and submit to the QR code above for the chance to win.

POV: you finally get your tests to pass. You've been in the lab for hours. Time is all but meaningless. You see nothing but the green of the checkmark. You leap up in joy and skip out into the glorious sunlight. But wait - you left your wireless earbuds behind! Fear not! Contact Mika Purtle (mihyman@vassar.edu) for any missing items from Sanders Physics.
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We are happy to announce that the candy jar in SP 309 will be returning on a weekly basis, so keep an eye out for a sweet treat! Due to limited supply, we ask that you be considerate of others when taking candy.